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"Every moment of Sir Hugo Fletcher's life has been chronicled in the
British press: his privileged upbringing, his high-profile charity work to
end human trafficking -- even his two marriages. But when the
billionaire philanthropist is discovered murdered in his London home,
tied naked to a bed, the scandal is only a shadow of the darkness
lurking off-camera. Laura Fletcher returns from an Italian vacation to
find her husband dead and her home under siege by paparazzi. Is she
shocked? Yes. But is she distraught? Not exactly. Especially when Chief
Inspector Tom Douglas reveals his suspicions that Hugo's killer is
female. Laura always knew she wasn't the only woman in Hugo's life.
And she knows she wasn't the only one with a motive to kill. The
deeper Douglas digs, the more sordid details about Hugo Fletcher he
uncovers. And yet nothing compares to the secret Laura guards, a
secret that could bring the guilty to justice -- or destroy an innocent life
forever."--Publisher description.
Six friends. One killer. Who do you trust? A teen girl is missing after a
night of partying; thirty years later, the discovery of her body reopens
a cold case in “a scorching portrait of friendship and its betrayal.”
(Nicci French). “This enjoyably chilling suspense tale . . . conveys both
the thrills and the dangers of being a teenager on the brink of adult
independence.”—The New York Times Book Review On a scorching July
night in 1983, a group of teenagers goes camping in the forest. When
they wake in the morning the youngest of their group, Aurora Jackson,
has disappeared. An exhaustive investigation is launched, but no trace
of the teenager is ever found. Thirty years later, Aurora’s body is
unearthed in a hideaway that only the six friends knew about, and
Jonah Sheens is put in charge of solving the long-cold case. Back in
1983, as a young cop in their small town, he had known the
teenagers—including Aurora—personally, even before taking part in
the search. Now he’s determined to finally get to the truth of what
happened that night. Sheens’s investigation brings the members of the
camping party back to the forest, where they will be confronted once
again with the events that left one of them dead and all of them
profoundly changed forever. This searing, psychologically captivating
novel marks the arrival of a dazzling new talent, and the start of a new
series featuring Detective Chief Inspector Jonah Sheens. Praise for She
Lies in Wait “A novel that literally makes you hold your breath then
gasp out loud.”—Val McDermid “She Lies in Wait is an atmospheric,
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deeply satisfying, well-written mystery whose resolution rings true
after lots of false leads and blind alleys. A remarkably adept first novel.
One hopes there will be many more to come.”—Daily Herald “The
mystery intrigues and twists, offering enough red herrings and
moments of police procedural to please fans of the genre.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “What a marvel! A corkscrew-twisty, knifesharp thriller—yet it doubles as a tender ode to loss and longing.
Prepare to be haunted.”—A. J. Finn, author of the New York Times
bestseller The Woman in the Window
Don’t miss the new, devastatingly good thriller from Helen Fields, The
Last Girl to Die. Coming September 2022 and available to pre-order
now! The Shadow Man is a twisty crime thriller that will leave you
gasping for more. The first standalone from the bestselling author of
the Perfect series, Helen Fields.
‘The best police procedural I’ve read in years’ Jane Casey ‘Grabbed me
from the first page’ Ian Rankin
Perfect Remains
Hide and Seek
Perfect Remains (A DI Callanach Thriller, Book 1)
Stone Cold Trouble
The Shadow Man
"On a remote Highland mountain, a body burns. All that's left behind
are the victim's teeth and a fragment of silk. Meanwhile, in the
hidden room of a house in Edinburgh, a second woman screams into the
darkness. It's D.I. Luc Callanach's first day with Police Scotland,
and he's handed a homicide investigation. With everything to prove, he
and his new colleague D.I. Ava Turner are up against a killer who
meticulously covers his tracks. When a third woman is taken, Callanach
is desperate to prevent another innocent death--but the real fate of
these woman is more twisted than he could have ever imagined..."--Back
cover.
When you read this book, you will think you know every twist in the
tale. Maria is on trial for attempted murder. She has confessed to the
crime and wanted her husband dead. Lottie is on the jury, trying to
decide her fate. She embarks on an illicit affair with a stranger, and
her husband can never find out. You will think you know who is guilty
and who is innocent. You will be wrong. A gripping, sexy and twisty
novel for readers who devoured ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL, APPLE TREE YARD
and HE SAID/SHE SAID.
The Sunday Times bestseller and winner of the 2019 Irish Independent
crime fiction book of the year! From award-winning author Jane Casey
comes a powerful Maeve Kerrigan crime thriller which will keep you on
the edge of your seat until the final page!
Discover your next reading obsession with this iconic first novel in
Alex Gray's bestselling Scottish detective series. Perfect for fans of
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Ian Rankin, Val McDermid and Ann Cleeves Don't miss the latest
thrilling instalment of the Lorimer series - ECHO OF THE DEAD is out
now WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT THE LORIMER SERIES: 'Warm-hearted,
atmospheric' ANN CLEEVES 'Relentless and intriguing' PETER MAY 'Move
over Rebus' DAILY MAIL 'Exciting, pacey, authentic' ANGELA MARSONS
'Superior writing' THE TIMES 'Immensely exciting and atmospheric'
ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH _______________ When three young women are
discovered strangled and mutilated in a Glasgow park, it is up to DCI
Lorimer to find their killer. Frustrated by a lack of progress in the
investigation, Lorimer is forced to enlist the services of Dr Solomon
Brightman, psychologist and criminal profiler. Together they form an
uneasy alliance. But when a homeless man is brought in for questioning
the investigation takes a bizarre turn. Soon Lorimer has to scratch
the surface of the polished Glasgow art world and reveal the dark
layers hidden beneath...
Dead Embers
An absolutely gripping crime thriller
Still Mine
Eeny Meeny
Final Betrayal
The Night Window
Don’t miss the new, devastatingly good thriller from Helen Fields, One
for Sorrow. Coming February 2022 and available to pre-order now! Your
new addiction starts here: get hooked on the #1 bestselling series.
Perfect for fans of Karin Slaughter and M.J. Arlidge.
It's December 1997 and a man-eating tiger is on the prowl outside a
remote village in Russia's Far East. The tiger isn't just killing
people, it's annihilating them, and a team of men and their dogs must
hunt it on foot through the forest in the brutal cold. To their
horrified astonishment it emerges that the attacks are not random: the
tiger is engaged in a vendetta. Injured and starving, it must be found
before it strikes again, and the story becomes a battle for survival
between the two main characters: Yuri Trush, the lead tracker, and the
tiger itself. As John Vaillant vividly recreates the extraordinary
events of that winter, he also gives us an unforgettable portrait of a
spectacularly beautiful region where plants and animals exist that are
found nowhere else on earth, and where the once great Siberian Tiger the largest of its species, which can weigh over 600 lbs at more than
10 feet long - ranges daily over vast territories of forest and
mountain, its numbers diminished to a fraction of what they once were.
We meet the native tribes who for centuries have worshipped and lived
alongside tigers - even sharing their kills with them - in a natural
balance. We witness the first arrival of settlers, soldiers and
hunters in the tiger's territory in the 19th century and 20th century,
many fleeing Stalinism. And we come to know the Russians of today such as the poacher Vladimir Markov - who, crushed by poverty, have
turned to poaching for the corrupt, high-paying Chinese markets.
Throughout we encounter surprising theories of how humans and tigers
may have evolved to coexist, how we may have developed as scavengers
rather than hunters and how early Homo sapiens may have once fit
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seamlessly into the tiger's ecosystem. Above all, we come to
understand the endangered Siberian tiger, a highly intelligent superpredator, and the grave threat it faces as logging and poaching reduce
its habitat and numbers - and force it to turn at bay. Beautifully
written and deeply informative, The Tiger is a gripping tale of man
and nature in collision, that leads inexorably to a final showdown in
a clearing deep in the Siberian forest.
He’s your attacker. He’s a murderer. He’s your twin. When DI Dani
Stephens returns to work after an attack that almost ended her life,
she’s quickly plunged into a horrific new case, as dead bodies are
discovered on the streets of Birmingham. But with no link between the
victims, Dani has to get inside the killer’s mind - so turns to the
murderer she knows best. Her own twin brother... But what makes a
psychopath? Can understanding her twin help her find a murderer who
leaves no trace? As the circle closes on Dani, the clock is ticking
and she needs a breakthrough – before she becomes the latest victim. A
heart-stopping crime thriller that fans of Peter James and Mark
Billingham won’t be able to put down.
LONGLISTED FOR THE CWA GOLD DAGGER 2021 THRILLERS OF THE MONTH Observer BEST CRIME FICTION, SEPT 2020 - The Times 'BRUTAL, SHOCKING
AND FUNNY' - M. W. Craven 'A STONE COLD HIT! HIGHLY RECOMMENDED' Adam Hamdy 'A RIOTOUS BELTER OF A BOOK' - Abir Mukherjee 'A BONECRUNCHING CRIME THRILLER' - James Swallow 'A FAST AND FIERCE THRILL
RIDE' - Chris Whitaker Set in the heart of West London's Asian
community, this is the latest instalment in the unmissable ZAQ & JAGS
series . . . Trying - and failing - to keep his head down and to stay
out of trouble, ex-con Zaq Khan agrees to help his best friend, Jags,
recover a family heirloom, currently in the possession of a wealthy
businessman. But when Zaq's brother is viciously assaulted, Zaq is
left wondering whether someone from his own past is out to get
revenge. Wanting answers and retribution, Zaq and Jags set out to
track down those responsible. Meanwhile, their dealings with the
businessman take a turn for the worse and Zaq and Jags find themselves
suspected of murder. It'll take both brains and brawn to get
themselves out of trouble and, no matter what happens, the results
will likely be deadly. The only question is, whether it will prove
deadly for them, or for someone else . . . ? Praise for Amer Anwar and
the Zaq & Jags series: 'An engaging hero, a cunning plot and a
fascinating journey into Southall's underworld. We'll be hearing a lot
more from Amer Anwar' MICK HERRON 'A fresh and exciting new voice' ANN
CLEEVES 'Tense and pacey . . . fast and furious' GUARDIAN 'An
authentic slice of Brit Asian noir . . . Gripping' VASEEM KHAN
'Gritty, startlingly original and great fun' ROBERT BRYNDZA 'Utterly
convincing . . . Terrific dialogue and much humour' THE TIMES
Dead Eyed
An Absolutely Gripping Mystery Thriller
Dead Man’s Grave (DS Max Craigie Scottish Crime Thrillers, Book 1)
Pop Goes the Weasel
An edge of your seat serial killer thriller
The Hidden Girl
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The “dark, twisted, thought-provoking”* international bestseller—first in the series
featuring Detective Helen Grace. Two people are abducted, imprisoned, and left with a
gun. As hunger and thirst set in, only one walks away alive. It’s a game more twisted
than any Detective Helen Grace has ever seen. If she hadn’t spoken with the shattered
survivors herself, she almost wouldn’t believe them. Helen is familiar with the dark
sides of human nature, including her own, but this case—with its seemingly random
victims—has her baffled. But as more people go missing, nothing will be more terrifying
than when it all starts making sense.... *#1 New York Times bestseller Tami Hoag
‘She lifted the flap of the envelope and pulled out the single white page. As she opened
it up she stared, open mouthed. Four words were typed on the page. I am watching
you.’ When Amy Whyte and Penny Brogan leave a local nightclub in the early hours
of Sunday morning and don’t arrive home, their families are beside themselves with
worry. Conor Dowling has just been released from prison, a man full of hatred for
Amy, the girl who put him behind bars in the first place. The case is given to Detective
Lottie Parker, when the girls’ blood-soaked bodies are found, days later, in a derelict
squat. Chillingly, both girls are clutching silver coins in their hands – what message is
this killer leaving behind? All the signs point to Conor but his alibi is water tight. As
Lottie examines Penny and Amy’s final days alive in a desperate search for clues, two
more girls are found stabbed to death in a luxury apartment complex. Caught up in
what is fast becoming her toughest case yet, Lottie is unaware that somebody is
watching her every move. Then Lottie’s two daughters, Katie and Chloe suddenly
disappear from the town centre. Terrified that the killer has her girls, the stakes have
never been higher for Lottie. But as Lottie puts everything on the line to find her
daughters and solve the case, she’s about to find herself in terrible danger – someone
has a personal axe to grind with her and they know the best way to get to her is to hurt
the ones she loves the most. If you love Karin Slaughter, Robert Dugoni and Rachel
Abbott, you’ll be hooked by this heart-stopping thriller from Patricia Gibney. Final
Betrayal will keep you guessing until the very last page. Readers are loving Final
Betrayal: ‘Another absolutely riveting, gut gripping and unputdownable book from
Patricia Gibney!! Had this read in record time!! From start to finish it was brilliant!!
Literally can't wait for the next one and the outcome for Lottie and Boyd!!!!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A dark and gripping read…There are so many heart
stopping moments that had me hold my breath. I was carried along by the authors
writing, making assumptions along the way. Lets just say nil points to me as I totally
got it wrong. Final Betrayal is a story that is guaranteed to set your pulse racing. I was
totally hooked and enjoyed being part of this thrilling journey that I was taken on
alongside Lottie whose character I really enjoyed. Without a doubt I will be going back
and reading the rest of the books in the series as this just ticked all the boxes for what I
look for in a crime series.’ Bytheletterbookreviews, 5 stars ‘I adore Lottie Parker … go
pick up the latest release by this fabulous author. Patricia Gibney is the best!!!!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Well I am now a fan of Lottie Parker !! This is my first
book in the series but I am off to buy the rest ! Final Betrayal is a page turning, twists
and turns book. So many dead bodies. I can tell you that if I am missing or in trouble ,
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it's Lottie Parker and her team of detectives I want on my side …Can't wait to read more
of Lottie's exploits!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘An epic, compelling story …I look
forward to getting reacquainted with DI Lottie Parker every time a new book comes
out, and I’m yet to be disappointed. In fact, every time one comes out, I make the same
mistake of picking it up and starting, not realising I’m going to get very little done
until I’ve finished it. Yes, it happened again, I read this book over two days, well I did
have to stop to sleep.’ Nigel Adams Bookworm, 5 stars
Sometimes perfection is worth killing for... The second gripping crime novel in an
exciting new series. Ex-priest DI Frank Farrell finds himself on the trail of a vicious
killer in rural Scotland. Perfect for fans of Stuart MacBride, James Oswald and Val
McDermid.
A taut psychological thriller and “a crime novel of the very first order” from the author
of Rattle (David Baldacci, #1 New York Times–bestselling author). It was only months
ago that Detective Sergeant Etta Fitzroy was held captive by serial killer Brian Howley.
Incredibly, she escaped. But so did he. What was found in the macabre museum
Howley called home was unnerving enough. For Fitzroy, what the Butcher of Bromley
didn’t leave behind chills her to the bone: not a single trace of his most recent
abductee. All Fitzroy wants to know now is . . . dead or alive, where is the girl? Hiding
in plain sight with a new name and a new identity, Howley is making plans for an
ingenious new start, and he’s daring Fitzroy to come along. Clue by terrifying clue,
she’s following in a killer’s footsteps, but even she can’t imagine where they’ll lead.
Because Howley’s endgame has a terrifying twist—one that will not only change his
fate, but the fate of everyone Fitzroy is risking her life to protect. “With a creepy and
menacing undertone and one of the scariest antagonists ever, this is sure to give
readers nightmares. Cummins excels at raising the level of dread and suspense, and
this unpredictable, impossible-to-put-down read is dark, gripping, and eerie . . . for fans
of Karin Slaughter and those who love well-written psychological thrillers.” —Library
Journal (starred review) Praise for Rattle “Up there with the best of them . . . an
exceptionally creepy psychopathic killer.” —The Times, London “A thriller that is
capable of keeping you up all night—and then haunting your dreams.” —Daily Mail
The Perfect Lie
Perfect Dead (DI Frank Farrell, Book 2)
The addictive and unmissable heart-pounding thriller
She Lies in Wait
A True Story of Vengeance and Survival
One Perfect Grave: A Gripping and Heart-pounding Crime Thriller
Gritty, complex and effortlessly chilling, Brolly's Dead Eyed is a grisly crime thriller that will keep you on
the edge of your seat. DCI Michael Lambert thought he'd closed his last case... Yet when he's passed a
file detailing a particularly gruesome murder, Michael knows that this is no ordinary killer at work.
From the international bestselling author of Eeny Meeny comes the second thriller in the “truly
excellent series”* featuring Detective Helen Grace. A man’s body is found in an empty house. A
gruesome memento of his murder is sent to his wife and children. He is the first victim, and Detective
Helen Grace knows he will not be the last. But why would a happily married man be this far from home
in the dead of night? The media call it Jack the Ripper in reverse: a serial killer preying on family men
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who lead hidden double lives. Helen can sense the fury behind the murders. But what she cannot
possibly predict is how volatile this killer is—or what is waiting for her at the end of the chase....
She's no killer. She's just taking out the trash. Don’t call Lucy Kendall a serial killer. She’s fighting
for the innocent, and she’ll do whatever it takes to bring justice. When a child disappears, Lucy quickly
discovers the link to a predator she’s faced before–a man the state of Pennsylvania decided to turn
loose on the streets. Determined to find the little girl and put a criminal behind bars for good, Lucy
forces her way onto the case. As the search for the kidnapped child pulls Lucy into a web of evil beyond
her darkest imagination, she’ll have to face her own dark truths to save the little girl–and herself.
Packed with suspense, All Good Deeds is a dark psychological thriller with a finely crafted mystery that
takes readers into the deepest recesses of the human psyche.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jane Hawk’s one-woman war comes to an explosive climax
as the rogue FBI agent gambles everything against a terrifying conspiracy, for vengeance, for justice, and
for humanity’s freedom—from the author of The Silent Corner. “Jane Hawk is arguably the best
character Koontz has created. . . . Simply put, wow.”—Associated Press A visionary young filmmaker
hunted for sport across a vast Colorado ranch by the celebrated billionaire at the heart of a monstrous
cabal . . . A brilliant computer hacker slipping through top-secret databases a whisper ahead of security
trackers, gathering the facts to fight the all-powerful perpetrators of mass murder . . . A pair of brutal
operators, methodically shadowing their targets with every cutting-edge tool in the arsenal of today’s
surveillance state . . . A sequence of quiet heroes—everyday citizens—stepping up, stepping forward,
intent on countering the advancing darkness . . . A Vegas mob boss teamed with a homicidal sociopath,
circling a beloved boy and his protectors, aiming to secure him as leverage against his fugitive mother . . .
And that fugitive mother herself, ex-agent Jane Hawk, closing in on the malevolent architects of ruin she
has stalked as they stalk her, prepared to sacrifice herself to finally bring them down. These are the
people and circumstances of The Night Window, the thrilling new novel in Dean Koontz’s acclaimed
Jane Hawk series. Replete—and then some—with the ingenious twists, the spellbinding action, the
resonant themes, the sheer heart that have characterized Jane’s journey from the start, The Night
Window follows its extraordinary heroine to her long-sought objective, in a stunning, unforgettable
finale. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER •
THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR •
THE NIGHT WINDOW “The spectacular finale to Jane’s story . . . will hit series fans with all the
impact of a carefully calibrated hammer blow.”—Booklist (starred review) “The best installment in
the series since the first . . . [Koontz] revs it up with entertaining encounters and offbeat
humor.”—Kirkus Reviews
One for Sorrow
Liar Liar
The Blood Tide (DS Max Craigie Scottish Crime Thrillers, Book 2)
The Collector
Love Me Not
Perfect Silence (A DI Callanach Thriller, Book 4)
A MISSING CHILD RETURNS. BUT WHO TOOK HIM? * BBC RADIO 2 BOOK
CLUB CHOICE* * SUNDAY TIMES CRIME CLUB PICK * 'Brilliant, utterly
compelling, heart-wrenching...I was gripped and loved it.' PETER JAMES 'An
unputdownable thriller.' ELLY GRIFFITHS 'Sensitive and moving...but with a core
of pure tension' SUNDAY TIMES When 11 year old Evan vanishes without trace,
his parents are plunged into their worst nightmare. Especially as the police, under
massive pressure, have no answers. But months later Evan is unexpectedly found,
frightened and refusing to speak. His loving family realise life will never be the
same again. DI Naylor knows that unless those who took Evan are caught, other
children are in danger. And with Evan silent, she must race against time to find
those responsible... A gripping, heart-wrenching thriller with the emotional power
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of series like BROADCHURCH and THE MISSING, this is the perfect read for fans
of Cara Hunter, Heidi Perks, Claire Douglas, Fiona Barton, Susan Lewis and
Nuala Ellwood. 'Critics have hailed FOUND the must read crime thriller' THE
SUN 'One of those rare finds - a page turner that is equally remarkable for the
beauty of the writing. It will suck you in and take you on a journey' JO SPAIN
'Gripping...once started, impossible to put down!' MINETTE WALTERS 'FOUND
took me on the kind of twisting journey that kept me turning the pages until the
early hours.' CHRIS WHITAKER *** Readers and book bloggers are completely
gripped and moved by FOUND: 'If you read one book this year make sure it's
Found!' ***** Goodreads Reviewer 'Not often I finish a book in one day but I
couldn't put it down.' ***** Goodreads Reviewer 'Heartfelt, traumatic
,terrifying...just an amazing read. An easy five stars' ***** Goodreads reviewer 'An
amazing read...every single parent's worse nightmare but written in a truly
beautiful way' ***** Goodreads reviewer 'It's a perfect book in every way...highly
recommended'Short Book & Scribes 'I don't think a thriller has ever brought me
to tears like this has...a stunning, compelling read.' The Bookwormery
The gripping crime thriller from the ebook #1 bestseller. An explosive fire. A
double murder. And that’s just the start When DCI Michael Lambert is called out
to an apparent house fire, he knows it can’t be routine. Instead he finds the
remains of a burnt house, a traumatised child and two corpses – one of whom is a
senior police officer. Lambert’s got other problems. Anti-corruption are onto his
boss. His relationship is on the rocks. He can’t get over his ex-wife and he keeps
blacking out. But when a detective has been murdered the stakes are too high to
get distracted. All is not as it seems. As the investigation continues Lambert
realises he is getting drawn into something altogether bigger and more terrifying
than he could ever have imagined... Trust no one. Gripping, chilling to its core and
full of twists, the powerful new DCI Michael Lambert from Matt Brolly is perfect
for fans of Angela Marsons, Helen H. Durrant and Michael Hambling. Praise for
Matt Brolly ‘An extraordinary fast-paced, tense thriller, taking the reader on an
suspense filled journey with so many twists and turns it is a stupendous,
emotional roller coaster ride!’ SplashesIntoBooks ‘I was Dead Impressed with the
fast paced plot; Dead Curious about who 'The Watcher' was; Dead Impressed the
author managed to fool me; Dead Surprised when the killer was revealed and felt
the ending was... well... Dead Perfect!’ CrimeBookJunkie ‘Fantastic stuff. A must
read for any lovers of crime. Matt Brolly has a cracking series on his hands.’
NorthernCrime 'An action-filled, totally gripping, page turner!' Carol Wyer, author
of Little Girl Lost
'Omg! Wow! What a great book! Suspense, intrigue, action and a great who-doneit with a crazy twist!! I did not see that coming! What a story!' Reader review
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'A breathtaking thriller with a devastating conclusion. I can't stop thinking
about it.' - Bestselling author Susi Holliday One for sorrow, two for joy Edinburgh
is gripped by the greatest terror it has ever known: a lone bomber is targeting
victims across the city, and no one is safe. Three for a girl, four for a boy In their
jobs, DCI Ava Turner and DI Luc Callanach deal with death every day. But when it
becomes clear that every bomb is a trap designed to kill them too, the possibility
of facing it themselves starts to feel all too real. Five for silver, six for gold With
the body count rising daily and the bomber's methods becoming ever more
horrifying, Ava and Luc must race to find out who is behind the attacks - or pay
the ultimate price... Seven for a secret never to be told... With twists and turns
you'll never see coming, prepare to be gripped by this devastatingly good thriller.
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Perfect for fans of Stuart MacBride and MJ Arlidge. Readers are OBSESSED with
One For Sorrow! 'Oh my goodness, what an absolute cracker. It has everything
you want: the plot, the twists, the suspense, the characters, the setting....and that
totally amazing ending which dealt me a punch to my abdomen.' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Please
just read this. I could not put it down' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'If only there were more than 5 stars.
I could not turn the pages fast enough.' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Absolutely bloody brilliant! A mustread.' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'I absolutely loved this book. It can be read on its own, but do
yourself a favour and read the entire series.' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Absolutely BRILLIANT! Had
me gripped from the very first page and I couldn't put the book down. I am
DESPERATE for the next instalment!' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'Wow, this hits you in the feels from
page one! If I could give it more than five stars, I would!' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'A masterclass in
thriller writing.' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'A wild ride! It sucked me in immediately. My stomach was
in knots, and I was up way too late because I could not stop reading.
Unputdownable!' ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
From internationally bestselling author Amy Stuart comes a “dark and deliciously
disturbing” (Publishers Weekly) novel about one woman’s search for answers
when another woman goes missing from a desperate, drug-addled mountain town
where everyone is implicated in her disappearance. What happens when you
vanish from your life and leave no story behind? Someone makes one up for you.
Clare is on the run. From her past, from her husband, and from her own secrets.
When she turns up alone in the remote mining town of Blackmore asking
questions about Shayna Fowles, a young woman who has gone missing, everyone
wants to know who Clare really is and what she’s hiding. Because everyone in this
place has secrets—Jared, Shayna’s mysterious ex-husband; Charlie, the charming
drug pusher; Derek, Shayna’s overly involved family doctor; and Louise and
Wilfred, her distraught parents. As Clare unravels the mysteries surrounding
Shayna’s disappearance, Clare must confront her own demons, as she moves
deeper and deeper into her elaborate web of lies. But what is she really running
from? Haunting and electrifying, Still Mine is a thriller that is “impossible to put
down” (Robert Dugoni, New York Times bestselling author of My Sister’s Grave).
A Completely Gripping Crime Thriller
Lucy Kendall Thriller Series
the most gripping, emotional thriller of the year (a BBC Radio 2 Book Club pick)
A Jane Hawk Novel
An absolutely gripping thriller with a jaw-dropping twist
The Girl Before

Caught in a wicked game of cat and mouse, Detective Helen Grace finds herself
trapped among the hunted in the darkest thriller yet from the international bestselling
author of Little Boy Blue and Eeny Meeny. Framed for a murder she didn’t commit... As
one of HM Prison Holloway’s most high-profile new inmates, Helen Grace has a target
on her back and nowhere to hide. She has made a long list of enemies over the course
of her career—some are incarcerated within these very walls. When one of Helen’s
fellow prisoners is found mutilated and murdered in her own locked cell, it’s clear that
the killer is someone on the inside. But time is running out for Helen as she races to
expose the person who framed her, and the body count in the prison starts to climb.
Helen will need to draw on all her investigative skills and instincts to catch the serial
killer behind these murders and discover the truth—unless the killer finds her first.
Perfect Remains (A DI Callanach Thriller, Book 1)HarperCollins UK
Detective Helen Grace gets caught in an inferno of death and destruction in the red-hot
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new thriller from the author of Eeny Meeny, Pop Goes the Weasel, and The Doll’s
House… Detective Helen Grace has never seen such destruction. Six fires in twenty-four
hours. Two people dead. Several more injured. It’s as if someone wants to burn the
city to the ground... With the whole town on high alert, Helen and her team must sift
through the rubble to find the arsonist, someone whose thirst for fire—and control—is
reducing entire lives to ash. One misstep could mean Helen’s career—and more lives
lost. And as the pressure mounts and more buildings burn, Helen’s own dark impulses
threaten to consume her…
Don’t miss the new, devastatingly good thriller from Helen Fields, One for Sorrow.
Coming February 2022 and available to pre-order now! A gripping, exciting read to
absorb you from start to finish! He had never heard himself scream before. It was
terrifying.
Silent Scream
Degrees of Guilt
Found
Never Somewhere Else
A Novel
A gripping psychological thriller
The lights of her parents' cabin just visible through the woods, the girl carefully curls up
amongst the reeds, her knees pulled tight to her chest. Terrified, the only sound she
makes is the pounding of her heart, but she hears the stranger searching... if she keeps
silent, will she be safe? When Agent Tori Hunter is urgently called to the murder scene
of Dan and Heidi Newman, she finds their throats slit, and Dan tied up: forced to watch
his wife lose her life. Tori's first thought is for their seventeen-year-old daughter Cara
who is nowhere to be found. Will this popular young girl be the next victim? A broken
bracelet is the one clue left at the scene, but the team are running in circles until Tori
finally tracks down Cara hiding in the woods. Sobbing, the devastated girl says all she
remembers is a flash of a man's face as she was chased through the forest... Desperate
to find the monster behind this crime, Tori pieces together the broken chain: and it
leads her to an elderly lady living alone nearby. When the woman won't speak to police,
Tori senses that although it means breaking all the rules, introducing Cara will show
this lonely soul what's at stake. And once inside her house, Cara gasps when she sees
a framed photo on display. It's the man who chased her... But then another local couple
is murdered in their isolated home, another husband forced to watch his worst
nightmare unfold. As more couples lose their lives, can Tori keep Cara, her one witness,
safe from this vicious killer? And can she track him down before more innocent families
are torn apart? An absolutely addictive and mind-blowing crime thriller that will have
you glued to the pages through each and every twist, until the final shocking
conclusion. Fans of Kendra Elliot, Robert Dugoni and Lisa Jackson won't be able to put
this down. Read what everyone's saying about Roger Stelljes: "Hang on to your seat...
adrenaline-fuelled thrill ride... will keep you riveted and reading till the early hours...
Fabulous... LOVED IT... highly recommend... definite 5 star read for me." NetGalley
reviewer, ????? "Had me hooked from the very beginning... grab you by the throat and
don't let you go till the very end... An edge-of-your-seat thriller! I found myself yelling
"run, run!" and breathing so fast, I thought I was going to pass out!" Goodreads
reviewer, ????? "Trust me-you do not want to miss it!... I found myself totally immersed
in the story, reading well into the night!! Awesome, awesome!!" Tropical Delusions,
????? "Kept me on the edge of my seat wanting more... just one more chapter before
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bed... before I knew it, it was the early hours of the morning... Had me totally
engrossed... I didn't want to put it down." Nicki's Book Blog, ????? "This book had me
from page one! The suspense was so palpable and I found myself unable to go to bed...
I just had to try and read it to the end... A must-read!" Goodreads reviewer, ?????
THE SEVENTH DI HELEN GRACE THRILLER BY THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR M. J. ARLIDGE -------- A blood-red sunrise Just after 7 AM DI Helen Grace
stumbles on a dead woman lying in a country road. She has been brutally shot for no
apparent reason. Two hours later At gunpoint a shopkeeper is forced to close up by two
assailants. Before the police can get inside a single gunshot rings out. A rampage of
revenge? Over one long day the town of Southampton is terrorized by two young killers
who appear to be killing at random. For DI Helen Grace, it's a race against time. Uncover
why they're doing this and who's next or always be a step behind - until the sun sets on
this bloody killing spree. PRAISE FOR M.J. ARLIDGE: 'Helen Grace is one of the
greatest heroes to come along in years' JEFFERY DEAVER 'The new Jo Nesbo' JUDY
FINNIGAN 'Chills to the bone' Daily Mail 'Fast paced and nailbitingly tense ... gripping'
SUN 'Chilling stuff' Fabulist 'A chilling read' My Weekly 'A grisly, gripping thriller'
Sunday Mirror 'Gruesomely realistic, intriguing and relentless. Arlidge's fledgling army
of fans is about to grow' Sunday Sport 'Eeny Meeny debuts one of the best new series
detectives, Helen Grace. Determined, tough and damaged, she must unravel a terrifying
riddle of a killer kidnapping victims in pairs. Mesmerizing!' Lisa Gardner 'Expertly pulled
off. It has a devious premise. DI Helen Grace is fiendishly awesome. It's scary as all hell.
And it has a full cast of realistically drawn, interesting characters that make the thing
read like a bullet' Will Lavender
‘Think Jack Reacher fronting Line of Duty’ Ian Rankin
She didn't see the patch of black ice until it was too late. The car started to spin, and as
it veered off into the deep ditch and the mounds of snow beside the road, she saw him.
The little boy frozen in the ice. When the remains of two bodies are found in an open
grave along a desolate highway in Stillwater, Minnesota, Special Agent Nikki Hunt
knows exactly who they are. The bright blue jacket lying on the frozen earth belongs to
Kellan Rhodes, the missing boy she's desperately been trying to find for the last two
days. The other body is his mother Dana, who had been Nikki's lead suspect. Although
the wounds on Dana's body suggest she murdered her son and took her own life, Nikki
finds evidence that suggests she was a victim too. Dana was desperately trying to
regain custody of Kellan, and Nikki finds boot prints at the scene that belong to
someone else. When another child is reported missing, local journalist Caitlin Newport
claims the cases are linked: Zach Reeves was taken away from his own mother in a
custody battle, just like Kellan was. Caitlin once helped Nikki find out the truth about her
own parents' murders, but her desire for a story nearly cost Nikki her life. Now, Nikki
must decide if she can trust Caitlin again, before time runs out to find the killer and
bring Zach home alive... An unputdownable thriller that will make your heart pound until
its final, shocking conclusion. Perfect for fans of Robert Dugoni, Karin Slaughter, Lisa
Gardner and readers who want to binge read into the night. What readers are saying
about One Perfect Grave "WOW! WOW! WOW!... one of the most action packed books I
have read... makes you turn the pages as fast as possible. Edge-of-your-seat story. And
the End: Unbelievable!!! A must read!" Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Wow... Absolutely
Brilliant... this is a gripping, edge-of-your-seat page-turner...' Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars 'Had me glued to my Kindle... plenty of twists and turns, and a shocking
conclusion.' Goodreads reviewer 'Astonishing read!... I've fallen in love with the quirky
town and its people... I hope this series goes on forever.' Tove Reads, 5 stars
Perfect Prey (A DI Callanach Thriller, Book 2)
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All Good Deeds (Lucy Kendall #1)
The Essence of Evil
Book 1 in the Sunday Times bestselling detective series
Perfect Death (A DI Callanach Thriller, Book 3)
The Missing Ones

Don’t miss the new, devastatingly good thriller from Helen
Fields, One for Sorrow. Coming February 2022 and available to
pre-order now! ‘This is one of the best crime fiction series out
there... Helen Fields always delivers gripping, compelling,
thrilling and tense stories full of intriguing characters.’
Reader review, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
THE GLOBAL BESTSELLER • Soon to be a BBC One and HBO Max limited
four-part series, starring Gugu Mbatha-Raw (The Morning Show;
Misbehaviour) and multiple Golden Globe, BAFTA, and Emmynominated actor David Oyelowo (Selma; Les Misérables) “A pitchperfect novel of psychological suspense” (Lee Child) that spins
one woman’s seemingly good fortune, and another woman’s
mysterious fate, through a kaleidoscope of duplicity, death, and
deception Please make a list of every possession you consider
essential to your life. The request seems odd, even
intrusive—and for the two women who answer, the consequences are
devastating. EMMA Reeling from a traumatic break-in, Emma wants
a new place to live. But none of the apartments she sees are
affordable or feel safe. Until One Folgate Street. The house is
an architectural masterpiece: a minimalist design of pale stone,
plate glass, and soaring ceilings. But there are rules. The
enigmatic architect who designed the house retains full control:
no books, no throw pillows, no photos or clutter or personal
effects of any kind. The space is intended to transform its
occupant—and it does. JANE After a personal tragedy, Jane needs
a fresh start. When she finds One Folgate Street she is
instantly drawn to the space—and to its aloof but seductive
creator. Moving in, Jane soon learns about the untimely death of
the home’s previous tenant, a woman similar to Jane in age and
appearance. As Jane tries to untangle truth from lies, she
unwittingly follows the same patterns, makes the same choices,
crosses paths with the same people, and experiences the same
terror, as the girl before. Praise for The Girl Before
“Dazzling, startling, and above all cunning—a pitch-perfect
novel of psychological suspense.”—Lee Child “The Girl Before
generates a fast pace. . . . [J. P.] Delaney intersperses ethics
questions on stand-alone pages throughout the book. . . . The
single most ingenious touch is that we’re not provided either
woman’s answers.”—The New York Times “J. P. Delaney builds the
suspense.”—Vanity Fair “Immediate guarantee: You will not be
able to put this book down. . . . Fans of Gone Girl and The Girl
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on the Train will realize that there’s not only more where that
came from, but it’s also more thrilling.”—American Booksellers
Association
Don’t miss the new, devastatingly good thriller from Helen
Fields, One for Sorrow. Coming February 2022 and available to
pre-order now! THE TOP FIVE KINDLE BESTSELLER ‘Must read!’
Closer ‘I love, love, LOVE Perfect Remains!’ Reader review ‘A
superb debut!’ Reader review
'Superbly written, cinematic and pacey' Steve Cavanagh 'Will
keep you guessing and guessing' Cara Hunter 'Another twisty and
intense thriller from the great Jo Spain' Adrian McKinty
******** He jumped to his death in front of witnesses. Now his
wife is charged with murder. Five years ago, Erin Kennedy moved
to New York following a family tragedy. She now lives happily
with her detective husband in the scenic seaside town of
Newport, Long Island. When Erin answers the door to Danny's
police colleagues one morning, it's the start of an ordinary
day. But behind her, Danny walks to the window of their fourthfloor apartment and jumps to his death. Eighteen months later,
Erin is in court, charged with her husband's murder. Over that
year and a half, Erin has learned things about Danny she could
never have imagined. She thought he was perfect. She thought
their life was perfect. But it was all built on the perfect lie.
******** 'A jewel of a thriller' Heat 'This will have you
absolutely gripped' Prima
DI Helen Grace 7
The Tiger
Only the Innocent
Cruel Acts (Maeve Kerrigan, Book 8)
Perfect Crime (A DI Callanach Thriller, Book 5)
Perfect Kill (A DI Callanach Thriller, Book 6)
Don’t miss the new, devastatingly good thriller from Helen Fields, One for Sorrow.
Coming February 2022 and available to pre-order now! ‘Relentless pace, devilish
cleverness and a laser-sharp focus on plot.’ Chris Brookmyre
The Perfect Friend
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